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SCAN COIN
Packaging Equipment

The SCAN COIN packaging table and machine assists the operator to manually pack  
coin rolls into prefabricated plastic bags for vacuum packaging.

YOUR WORLD COUNTS

 ► For large volumes of coin  ► Easy integration with our other 
central cash equipment

 ► Verified by customers  
world wide

 ► Robust design



Vacuum Packaging Table  
SC 92805
Assists the operator to manually pack coin rolls into prefabricated plastic 
bags for vacuum packaging. 

Possible to integrate with coin roll lift SC 93750 and wrapping machines for 
start/stop function. Used together with vacuum machine SC 92790.

Vacuum Machine 
SC 92790
For vacuum packaging of coin rolls and note bundles. Normally used 
together with vacuum packaging table SC 92805. Handles several package 
sizes.

Pallet Loader  
SC 94900
Fully automatic pallet loader for shrink wrapped coin rolls or boxes. Picks 
the packages by means of vacuum and places them in a programmed 
pattern on pallets. 

Automatic reject function for damaged packages. Two pallets in loading 
position makes it possible to replace one pallet when it is full without 
stopping.

Technical Specification
Capacity 40 coin rolls/min.
Height 700 mm (27.56”)
Length 1,200 mm (47.24”)
Depth 800 mm (31.50”)

Technical Specification
External dimensions
Width 940 mm (37.01”)
Deptht 270 mm (10.63”)
Height 380 mm (14.96”)
Internal dimensions
Width 900 mm (35.43”)
Depth 270 mm (10.63”)
Height 110 mm (4.33”)
Weight 80 kg (176.4 lb)

Technical Specification
Capacity 12 packages/min.
Height 2,000 mm (78.74”)
Width 2,900 mm (114.17”)
Depth 1,800 mm (70.87”)



This brochure covers some of the cash handling equipment supplied by SCAN COIN Intramat. 

SCAN COIN Intramat can also offer specially designed accessories according to specific customer needs.

As a consultancy service SCAN COIN Intramat can also assist in making a complete layout for your Cash Centre. 

Enquiries, orders and technical support are handled by SCAN COIN Intramat AB.

Cage Loader 
SC 95600
Fully automatic cage loader for coin bags. Picks the coin bags with a 
gripping tool and places them into cages. Automatic cage handling with 
conveyor track is available as option.

A cage checkweigher and a receipt printer are available as option.

The cage loader is normally used with bullion pack lines.

SCAN COIN AB headquarters: 
T +46 (0)40 6000 600, info@scancoin.com
Go to www.scancoin.com for more information

Technical Specification
Capacity 12 packages/min.
Height 2 ,400 mm (94.49”)
Width 2,000 mm (78.74”)
Depth 2,500 mm (98.43”)
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